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Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
I urge you to reject the WCS proposal for a consolidated interim storage site, where numerous used, highly radioactive
fuel cores would be stored at one location.
Under federal law, such a site is not allowed until a permanent repository is operating.
Public meetings should be held in communities along all the potential routes, especially in Texas. The time for
commenting should also be extended 180 days.
The Environmental Impact Statement should include technical, social, geographic, cultural and political international
impacts, and the entire suite of public documents relating to the WCS application should be provided in Spanish.
WCS already has hazardous, radioactive and mixed waste and continues to bring in more to the site proposed for highlevel waste. There is a uranium-enrichment facility next door. The EIS must evaluate the effects of multiple hazards and
impacts of accidents, releases, explosions from its neighbors.
The proposed site is potentially seismically active and is a hot spot for horizontal fracking, and reinjection of produced
water from fracking has been shown to significantly increase earthquake risk.
The site of the proposed CIS facility is subject to severe weather and climatic conditions that could endanger nuclearwaste containers. Extreme temperatures, wind and sand storms, wildfires, lightning strikes and storms, floods, and
tornadoes can all impact the site.
WCS is seeking a permit to release radioactive and hazardous water to the New Mexico side of its property. There is
water at the site and there are nearby major aquifer formations. The site is near the Ogallala Aquifer, which has dropped
so much that the recognized boundary has been moved farther from the WCS site.
Acts of sabotage en route to and at the proposed site must be considered, including potential drone attacks.
Concentrating all this waste at one location raises the likelihood of terrorist attacks.
The period of storage of irradiated fuel at WCS could exceed the expected life of the dry cask containers that store the
waste. NRC must consider the industry's present inability to re-containerize nuclear waste when casks fail, the absence
of a facility at the proposed WCS site to perform such operations, and the amount and source of funds to pay for it.
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Industries that operate near the proposed site would be threatened by high-level nuclear waste being stored there.
West Texans have experienced environmental racism for decades. People of color and lower-income residents continue
to be disproportionately impacted by hazardous and toxic waste.
None of today's certified waste containers are designed for real-world transport conditions (temperatures, crash speeds,
submersion in water) or have been physically tested despite promoters' misuse of 40-year-old crash-test videos on
different casks. The storage containers cannot be monitored for potential cracks and leaks, inspected, repaired or
replaced even though we know the waste will be dangerous longer than they will last. NRC - WCS EIS 2018
Email:WCS_CISF_EIS@nrc.gov
I would like to share my personal concerns. I am a citizen of New Mexico. I live in McKinley County which continues to
bear the burden of radiation exposure from uranium mining. Gallup is, also, a major transportation route. The
movement of radioactive waste through the area will expose the citizens, including Native American communities, to
the very real possibility of accidents and leakage of radioactive materials.
Why have I not heard of this proposal? This is a serious decision that requires the input of everyone who will be
affected. We have not been given the time or opportunity to voice our concerns. The concerns that I have already
expressed about the Holtec Project apply to this nuclear dump.
New Mexico should not be considered a sacrifice zone.
Sincerely,
Patricia Sheely
604 Jeff King St
Gallup, NM 87301
patsheely@gmail.com
(505) 722-7564
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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